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ABSTRACT
iOPEX is the new age
technology partner for
organizations looking to
grow their business with
our innovative, consistent
and quality IT services.
We enhance speed and
quality of operations by
bringing a balanced mix
of process
standardization, quality
assurance and
automation.
Our client was looking for
a capable partner to
handle their increasing
customer support calls,
optimize operations and
also provide them with
analytics and business
insights from the
customer interactions
that will assist them
without compromising on
customer experience
during the growth phase.

The Client
A leading US-based chain of salons that provides unique hair styling service
across 75 locations in the United States and Canada, with expansion plans in
Europe in the next 12 months.

The Challenge
The client had engaged with a distributed part time home-based customer
service provider to handle customer inquiries and booking appointments. Some
of the challenges faced by the client:
Incumbent vendor was not able to handle high call and seasonal volumes
on a consistent basis
Lack of a centralized ticketing system for accountability and
analytical reporting for better customer insights
Prolonged customer wait time
Absence of centralized dissemination of knowledge and training for
agents to enhance customer experience
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The client was on an expansion spree and was looking for a capable partner
who could handle the increasing number of customer calls, optimize operations
and also provide them with analytics and business insights from the customer
interactions that will assist them not compromise on customer experience
during the growth phase.

The iOPEX Solution
iOPEX conducted an extensive modelling exercise with the historical calls data
from the client and came up with a customer support structure that was
appropriate for supporting the clients’ business requirements. The overhauled
services that was provided as part of this engagement:
Provided a robust ticketing tool that was integrated with customers’
ecosystem: Salesforce and knowledge base
Designed a more appropriate IVR system that split call queues by
enquiries, appointment booking, store / franchise, location, etc to provide
a better customer experience and have optimal wait time
Migrated from an expensive cloud based telephony system to a more
cost-effective phone system that effectively reduced the OPEX.
Staffed and trained representatives to handle a wide variety of customer
inquiries, with a focus on increasing booking appointments and enhancing
customer experience
Provided actual data insights that go beyond the surface level to provide
the client visibility of actual customer interactions through call quality
monitoring and auditing
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iOPEX built a full-fledged contact center solution that included a more effective
IVR system, an integrated ticketing system and a centralized support team with
the ability to handle seasonal spikes in call volumes. iOPEX’s ability to
streamline processes, provide VIP customer experience, setup quality
assurance, analyse data and provide business insights equipped the client with
better operational visibility which was the key success to this engagement and
future growth.

Engagement Outcomes

20%

30%

45%

increase in the
percentage of
calls handled

increase in
appointment booking

Cost savings

<1 minute
average hold time
from several minutes

25%
Additional capacity
to handle calls
in excess of projections

Our service excellence in this engagement has earned additional
services scope: email queue to handle in-depth enquiries and chat
support will be included in the near future.
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iOPEX is a new-generation business services provider offering optimized
IT management services. We are process innovators focused on extracting
the best out of the investments you have already made. At iOPEX, we
help you realize that golden ratio where your technology and business are
in complete synergy, making your company greater than the sum of its
parts. Founded in 2009, the demand for our specialized optimization
services has helped us grow to over 1,200 employees in eight years.

